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Abstrat.
We analyze two "bottleneks" of turbulent premixed ombustion modeling
at developed turbulene orresponding to modern lean-premixed large-sale
industrial gas-turbine ombusters when instantaneous ombustion (heat release)
takes plae in thin strongly wrinkled surfaes (amelet sheets). They are as
follows: 1) fundamental failure of statistial ombustion models in terms of
moment or PDF equations to resolve the struture amelet reation zones and
small-sale sheet wrinkles ontrolling atual ombustion rates (so alled hallenge
of turbulent ombustion); 2) well-known the ounter-gradient turbulent transport
phenomenon that renders diret appliation of existing turbulene model together
with ombustion models impossible at simulation of premixed ombustion.
The rst problems was solved in analyzed our TFC ombustion model by
assumption of equilibrium small-sale struture if these amelet sheet struture, i.
e. in fat by using impliitly Kolmogorov methodology developed for simulation
non-reative turbulent ows. In this report we develop Kolmogorov ideas for
ombustion modeling, analyze their possibilities and restritions, these results
provide the neessary bakground to the TFC model.
For solving the seond problem we developed in this report some gas-dynamis
model of pressure-driven ounter-gradient omponent of transport that gave an
opportunity together with the ombustion model and traditional "k-e" turbulene
model to simulate the ounter-gradient transport phenomenon and it transition
to the gradient transport at variations on the ombustion operation regime.
So the report ontains:
1. Statement and analysis of the method of attak to the problem of
orret desription in ontext of model statistial equations ombustion rates
at strong turbulene and fast hemistry when ombustion rates are ontrolled
by unreserved small-sale oupling of turbulene and hemistry, some answer at
pratial ombustion simulations to the "hallenge of turbulent ombustion";
2. Analysis of the ounter-gradient transport phenomenon observed in
premixed turbulent ames, desription of developed gas-dynamis model of the
pressure-driven mehanism of it, results of numerial simulations of turbulent
ames with quantitative analysis of this phenomenon and its transition to the
gradient turbulent diusion, omparison with reently published experimental
data where this transition was the rst observed.
We disussed this results from the industrial standpoint at ombustion
simulations of real eologially lean lean premexed ombustion hambers.
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1. Introdution
We analyze two "bottleneks" of turbulent premixed ombustion modeling at
developed turbulene orresponding to modern lean-premixed large-sale industrial
gas-turbine ombusters when instantaneous ombustion (heat release) takes plae in
thin strongly wrinkled surfaes (amelet sheets). They are as follows: 1) fundamental
failure of statistial ombustion models in terms of moment or PDF equations to
resolve the struture amelet reation zones and small-sale sheet wrinkles ontrolling
atual ombustion rates (so alled hallenge of turbulent ombustion); 2) well-known
the ounter-gradient turbulent transport phenomenon that renders diret appliation
of existing turbulene model together with ombustion models impossible at simulation
of premixed ombustion.
I. The term "hallenge" has been used last years in sienti papers [1℄-[2℄ to
emphasize that there is the fundamental obstale on the way of developing general-
purpose turbulent ombustion models for solving pratial problems, i. e. the models
are intended for atual turbulent ombustion simulations of real burners that would
give not only quantitative agreement with experimental data (it is in itself is very
diÆalt problem) but also to have ability to predit the turbulent ombustion proess
trends at variations of ompositions, the operation onditions, burner geometry and
so on. The reason of it is onneted with the fat that at real turbulene and hemial
ombustion reation rates at real onditions are ontrolled by suh small-sale oupling
of hemistry, miroturbulent mixing and moleular diusion that annot be resolved in
frames of moment, PDF and LES ombustion models[2℄. So "the aurate predition of
mean reation rates, whih an be inuened strongly by moleular diusion aused by
small-sale turbulent mixing, represents the entral problem and hallenge of turbulent
ombustion"[2℄. This problem is espeially pressing in the ase of premixed ombustion
as for nonpremixed ombustion at suÆiently fast hemistry the problem of ame
aerodynamis and ombustion rates simulation often an be redued to analysis of
mixing, i. e. this oupling beomes the seondary importane fator.
This hallenge onneted with the inability to desribe mentioned small-sale
oupling is the most distint at premixed ombustion at real Reynolds Re and
Damkohler Da numbers when takes plae the amelet ombustion mehanism with
very thin sheet-type reation zones. It means in fat that turbulent ombustion
models annot predit, for example, the loal distribution of the averaged ombustion
rate aross the ame W (x) = 
u
U
f
(x) or the turbulent ombustion speed U
t
=
U
f
(S=S
0
) = (1=
u
)
R
W (x) dx in relation to the fuel, the air exess oeÆient,
initial temperature of a mixture, the pressure and so on over more or less range
of these parameters. Here U
f
is the amelet veloity ( at theoretial estimations U
f
often assumed to be the laminar ombustion veloity U
l
),  is the amelet surfae
density, (S=S
0
) is the dimensionless amelet surfae area, 
u
is the density of unburned
mixture.
It should be noted that Professor Ken Bray who worked many years in the eld
of turbulent (mainly premixed) ombustion and have fundamental results in this eld
titled his review Hottel Planary leture "Challenge of turbulent ombustion" instead
of, for example, "Ahevements of turbulent ombustion" beause as he wrote "the
hallange appearing in the title of this paper is direted to the whole ombustion
researh ommunity". Proposed paper is an attempt to give a onstrative answer to
this appeal and to invoke some idea that gives some neessary information about this
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nonresolved oupling that an be used at designing of turbulent ombustion models.
At rst glane, this problem seems intratable: we annot resolve in the frames
of ombustion model equations spae and time sales that are neessary for a orret
desription of hemial kinetis, moleular transfer proesses and their oupling. If
it were so it would mean that to design physially reasonable ombustion model
ontaining the key ombustion mehanisms (and between them one of the main
is mentioned oupling) would be impossible. It would mean that every possible
ombustion model even if it reprodues some limited experiments (by tuning empirial
onstants) ould not desribe a large ensemble of experimental data and, in general,
ould not give orret trends.
One of the aims of this paper is to show that from the appliation-oriented point
of view this problem does not look unresolved, and that there are ideas that ould
give positive applied results. Our approah is based on an assumption of universal
small-sale turbulent struture of reation zones that is in equilibrium with large-sale
turbulent movement. We try to formulate a pratiable line of inquiry to answer this
hallenge and analyze its pratial appliation to simulation of premixed ombustion
for large Re and Da numbers. The harater of this hallenge and the main idea
of our answer in fat is not new. A similar hallenge was in past that of pratial
turbulene modeling as existed methods ould not predit aurately the turbulent
dissipation rates, whih was inuened strongly by small-sale vortexes. Kolmogorov
gave a pratial answer to this hallenge and it was in fat the ornerstone of all
turbulene models for large Re numbers. In both ases, turbulene and turbulent
ombustion, ontrolling proesses take plae in suh small sales that ould not be
resolved by model equations.
Kolmogorov answer[3℄ was based on the assumption of equilibrium ne-sale
turbulene (where atual dissipation took plae) due to the Rihardson asade
mehanism. This assumption yields that the turbulent dissipation rate is ontrolled
by large sale turbulene and at large Reynolds numbers the averaged dissipation
rate " does not depend on the moleular visosity oeÆient: " = Cu
03
=L, where
C  1. Next year Kolmogorov designed using these ideas the rst two parametri
turbulene model ("k   !")[4℄, where the dissipation rate was desribed not in terms
of the moleular visosity oeÆient, but through this physial mehanism.
In this paper we extend this Kolmogorov methodology to model turbulent
ombustion at large Reynolds and Damkohler numbers. We in fat used these ideas in
past[5℄ and TFC model that has some appliation (in "Fluent 5", for example) is based
on them but we did not formulate is as a priniple. Here we formulate and analyze
the feasibility of these ideas for ombustion modeling, this ideas give and opportunity
to understand better some limitation of existing ombustion models and provide the
neessary bakground to the TFC model.
II. Counter-gradient transport is a phenomenon whih ommonly ours in
turbulent premixed ombustion. It is onneted with the dierential aeleration of
hot and old uid volumes under the ame pressure drop generated by heat release.
It has been experimentally observed for example in open [1℄ and impinging [2℄ ames.
This phenomenon is losely onneted with the amelets ombustion mehanism in
turbulent premixed ames, when ombustion takes plae in thin and strongly wrinkled
layers alled amelet sheets. In laboratory ows with relatively low turbulene
Reynolds numbers Re
t
= u
0
L= these amelet sheets are laminar ames with speed
s
L
and thikness Æ
L
highly wrinkled by small sale turbulene.
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A new phenomenon onsisting in the transition from ounter-gradient to gradient
transport has been reently experimentally observed [3℄. Aording to these
experiments in open premixed ames, ounter-gradient transport observed at some
xed distane from the burner inlet transforms into gradient transport when the ratio
between the turbulent veloity utuation u
0
and the laminar ame speed s
L
inreases
as onsequene of the variation in the fuel/air mixture equivalene ratio. In the present
paper we fous the main attention on the theoretial analysis of this phenomenon, its
numerial simulation and omparison with these laboratory experimental data.
Another issue addressed in the report is the existene of ounter-gradient
transport and the phenomenon of transition to gradient transport in large-sale
high veloity ames in industrial ombustors where diret measurements are very
diÆult. Our point of view in fat is that in industrial burners haraterized by
muh larger Reynolds and Damkohler (Da
t
=
h
ratio between the integral turbulene
and hemial times sales) numbers, presene of ounter-gradient transport is highly
probable. At large turbulent Reynolds numbers in fat, turbulene has a very wide
ontinuous spetrum of eddies inluding very small dissipative vorties. At Damkohler
numbers in industrial burners (Da ' 10) the size of the smallest Kolmogorov eddies
 = LRe
 3=4
t
(where L is the integral length sale of turbulene) an be omparable
or less than the laminar ame thikness, i.e.   Æ
L
. In this ase we have wrinkled
amelets whih an have thikness Æ
f
larger than laminar one Æ
L
beause of the
intensiation in the transport proesses by small-sale eddies with size less than Æ
f
.
If at the same time the turbulent integral length sale L is muh larger that Æ
f
, it
means that ombustion takes plae in a strongly wrinkled sheet that is not laminar
but appears broadened by small sale turbulene.
As the ounter-gradient phenomenon is losely onneted with the amelet
ombustion mehanism, it is important to stress that the suessive falling of more
and more large eddies in in the expanding broadened amelet has a limit. Equilibrium
thikness is in fat ahieved when onvetion, diusion and heat release intensity have
the same order of magnitude [4, 5℄. Suh expanded equilibrium amelet, in aordane
with the theoretial estimations at Da >> 1, is always haraterized by Æ
f
> Æ
L
.
Existing diret experimental data demonstrate that Æ
f
' (3  5) Æ
L
[6℄ suh that the
typial order of magnitude of Æ
f
is ' 1mm.
Unfortunately, there is no diret evidene that ombustion takes plae in thin and
strongly wrinkled sheets also in industrial ombustors, where u
0
an be quite large, as
there are not diret measurements of the amelet parameters in these kind of burners.
In spite anyway of the inrease in the ratio Æ
f
=L for inreasing u
0
(whih gives a
derease in Da), estimations presented in [5℄ show that extintion due to amelet
streth takes plae long before the formation of distributed ombustion zones with
Æ
f
=L  1. We therefore believe that ounter-gradient transport and the phenomenon
of transition to gradient transport exist also in ames in industrial burners. We
must nevertheless mention that a dierent point of view, whih we do not share, is
often found in literature. Aording to this, industrial ombustion ours with the
distributed volume mehanism orresponding to the model of stirred reator. Clearly,
in this ase a well-dened ounter-gradient phenomenon is not likely to be possible.
The eet of small-sale turbulene with size larger than Æ
f
is to make the amelet
sheet wrinkled. This inreases the amelet surfae/turbulent ame ross setional
areas ratio S=S
0
whih, together with the expanded amelet ombustion veloity U
f
,
ontrols the turbulent burning veloity, i.e. U
t
= U
f
S=S
0
. It is very signiant to
emphasize here that, for the ase of fully developed turbulene, the main ontribution
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to the inrease in S=S
0
is given by small-sale wrinkles generated by eddies with sizes
Æ
f
 d << L, while large-sale wrinkles aused by eddies with d  L mainly ontrol
the ame brush width and give only relatively small ontribution to S=S
0
.
The onsequene of this situation is that immediately after ombustion has
started, we have not only equilibrium broadened amelets with U
f
= onst but also
equilibrium small-sale wrinkles struture of the amelet sheet. On the other hand,
in the ase of u
0
>> U
f
and during a relatively long period of time, the large sale
wrinkles struture will not be in equilibrium (aording to estimations in [7℄ during a
time sale of t  
t
(u
0
=U
f
)
2
). The pratial result of this is that during this relatively
long period of time, an intermediate propagation ombustion regime, proeeding the
formation of a stationary ombustion front struture with onstant U
st
t
and Æ
st
t
, takes
plae. Premixed ombustion within this intermediate regime takes plae therefore in
ames with inreasing ame brush width ontrolled by turbulent diusion and with
pratially onstant turbulent ombustion veloity U
t
 onst (more exatly with
slowly inreasing U
t
due to relatively small ontribution to the amelet sheet area of
non-equilibrium large wrinkles). Stritly speaking this arguments are valid only in
the hypothetial ase of ombustion at onstant density. Leaning upon experimental
observations, we have postulated the same physial piture and the possibility to use
the assoiated ombustion model also in the real ase of variable density.
Prudnikov was probably the rst who established this peuliarity of premixed
ombustion during the late '50s. He in fat showed experimentally that turbulent
premixed ames stabilized in uniform dut ows with strong artiial turbulene had
temperature proles orresponding to the integral probability distribution, i.e. lose
to the normal amelet probability density funtion, and ame brush with inreasing
width whih was ontrolled mainly by the old ow turbulent diusion oeÆient. This
result was rst published in 1959 in a nowadays hard-to-nd preprint and suessively
presented in [8℄. The analysis of the latest experimental data in the paper [32℄ onrms
also that turbulent premixed ombustion ours in ames with inreasing brush width.
This partiular regime of turbulent premixed ombustion has been named
Intermediate Steady Propagation (ISP) regime [5, 7℄ (intermediate asymptoti between
the initial stage of formation of an equilibrium small-sale wrinkled struture and nal
stage of a turbulent ame ompletely in equilibrium with U
t
= onst and Æ
t
= onst)
in order to emphasize the onept of ames haraterized by approximately onstant
turbulent ame speed (onstant in the ase of homogeneous turbulene and equilibrium
in more omplex situations) and a ame brush thikness whih grows aording to the
turbulent dispersion law. The reason of ISP ames prevailing within an industrial
ombustor is given by the the fat that ombustion in this burners is still well far from
the nal stage of fully steady onditions (onstant U
t
and Æ
t
) as the mehanism whih
is responsible for ompensating the turbulent growth of the ame brush thikness
beomes eetive on a time sale muh larger than the average residene time.
In the ase of open axisymmetri premixed ame analyzed in this paper, this
onept means that a premixed ame is simply a turbulent mixing layer with inreasing
width (similarly to the mixing layer of a non reative ow), propagating in the fresh
mixture with equilibrium ombustion veloity U
t
. This propagating mixing layer
rosses at the ombustor axis long before the formation of the ame with omplete
equilibrium struture.
Given that a ame in omplete equilibrium with U
t
= onst and Æ
t
= onst is
unattainable in pratial devies under strong turbulene onditions, it is reasonable to
develop a turbulent premixed ombustion model whih desribes only the ISP regime
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and does not ontain the mehanisms responsible for reahing the nal full equilibrium
ame struture. This model whih was proposed and investigated in the papers [4, 5℄
and alled in [9℄ the Turbulent Flame Closure (TFC) ombustion model, has been
further developed and used here for the desription of ounter-gradient and gradient
transport as well as their transition in orrespondene of variations in the fuel/air
mixture equivalene ratio.
The reasons of experimentally observed turbulent premixed ames with inreasing
width might not be ompletely lear at this stage, deserving then further omments.
A ontradition in fat apparently arises between the idea of a turbulent ame brush
whih grows in thikness aording to the turbulent dispersion law (i.e. aording
to a positive turbulent diusion oeÆient) and the experimentally observed ounter-
gradient nature of the progress variable transport whih has been so far the subjet
of many theoretial and numerial studies. For example Moss [1℄ has observed this
phenomenon in his early experiments for an open premixed ame; subsequently
ounter-gradient transport has been observed in the experiments performed in [2, 10℄
and in diret numerial simulations of turbulent premixed ame [11℄. It has been
onsequently argued that the assumption of gradient transport for the progress
variable or the reative omponents is in general not appropriate for turbulent
premixed ames and sometimes also that, as a onsequene of "ounter-gradient
diusion", the ame brush thikness dereases instead than inreasing [11℄. The
possibility to model the turbulent transport of reative omponents in turbulent
premixed ombustion using models based on gradient transport and a onveniently
estimated turbulent diusion oeÆient has been therefore abandoned a long time
ago and the attention has been totally onentrated on seond order moment losure
methods [12, 13℄.
The point of view developed in this paper is that the term "ounter-gradient
diusion" often given in the literature to desribe transport of the progress variable in
ows with heat release has its origin in the interpretation of this transport as a pure
turbulent diusion ux and in the attempts sometimes to onnet it to a turbulent
diusion oeÆient, that for agreement with experimental data must be negative
(ounter-gradient, i. e. negative diusion). We believe instead that this transport
is ontrolled both by turbulene (turbulent diusion) and by spei gas-dynamis
displaement of hot and old volumes driven by pressure variation aross the ame
brush (in open ames the pressure is dereasing beause of heat release). We will
therefore use hereafter the term transport instead than turbulent diusion espeially
in the ase of the ounter-gradient phenomenon in order to emphasize the presene of
an additional transport mehanism, usually prevailing in turbulent premixed ames,
whih is not diretly assoiated with the turbulent pulsations of veloities.
It will be shown that the progress variable transport in open turbulent premixed
ames has gradient harater at the beginning of the ame, where turbulent diusion
prevails over the gas-dynamis transport omponent (ounter-gradient) beause of
the small ame brush width, and has ounter-gradient harater at larger distane
where the gasdynanamis eet starts to dominate. It is worth also mentioning that,
if we reate in a ombustor turbulent premixed ow a nonuniform distribution of
very small passive ontaminants, there are strong grounds to believe that the nature
of its transport would be of the gradient type ontrolled by the turbulent diusion
oeÆient. This approah was in fat used in his experimental work by Prudnikov[14℄
where measurements of turbulent intensity and turbulent diusion oeÆient were
performed using the optial diusion method based on photo registration of the
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diusion wake of luminous partiles behind a point soure plaed in premixed ames.
These experimental results did not show any "ounter-gradient turbulent diusion"
at least at the bak part of the ames where measurements were made.
In the TFC ombustion model there is no ontradition between the
experimentally observed inrease of the ame brush width and the measured ounter-
gradient transport of the progress variable. The onvetive nature of the ounter-
gradient omponent does not diretly aet in the model the ame brush thikness
whih, similarly to a non reative mixing layer, is ontrolled by physial turbulent
diusion. In the present simulations of the ounter-gradient phenomenon and its
transition into gradient transport we have estimated the turbulent diusion omponent
using the standard k   model and the ounter-gradient transport using a novel gas-
dynamis model developed here. These simulations demonstrate good agreement with
the trend shown by the experimental data in the transition from ounter-gradient to
gradient transport.
A similar idea was developed earlier in the paper [7℄ where high Reynolds number
turbulent premixed ombustion in a hannel was simulated using the TFC model. In
that ase anyway a very rough and less quantitatively aurate, estimation of the
gasdinamis transport omponent was used. This was based on the assumption of
onstant onditionally averaged veloities in the unburnt and burnt mixtures and gave
the possible upper boundary for the ounter-gradient transport omponent. It must
be mentioned that onlusions onsistent with this assumption followed also from the
analysis of DNS results of turbulent premixed ames for the ase of low turbulene
levels (u
0
=s
L
< 1) performed by Veynante et al [11℄ when the two onditional veloities
were found approximately onstant aross the ame brush and respetively equal to
s
L
and  s
L
, where  = 
u
=
b
is the ratio between the unburnt and burnt gases
densities.
In our ase of strong turbulene (u
0
=s
L
>> 1) suh assumption is not valid. As it
will be seen below in fat the assumption of onstant onditional veloities aross the
turbulent ame brush results in a muh larger eet. Comparing with experimental
data available from Moss [1℄ for an open turbulent premixed ame, it is shown that the
model developed in [7℄ overestimates the ounter-gradient part of the total turbulent
salar ux by approximately three times.
In the present work a new improved model for the pressure-driven transport
omponent is developed. This is based on the assumption of equal onditional average
pressure p
u
and p
b
respetively in the unburnt and burnt uid volumes. This model
gives exellent agreement with Moss experimental data.
It is furthermore demonstrated that the apability to orretly model the pressure-
driven transport omponent diretly aets the auray with whih we an estimate
the heat release distribution. Consistently with the experimental observation made in
[10, 15℄, it is shown, in fat, that the improved model for ounter-gradient transport
developed here yields an average heat release whih is skewed towards value of the
progress variable  > 0:5 with respet to the symmetri theoretial distribution of
the Bray-Moss-Libby (BML) model (also predited by our previous assumption of
onstant onditional veloities aross the ame brush).
Experimental evidene supporting the present analysis is represented by the
reent experimental data from [3℄. Aording to these experiments in open premixed
ames a transition from ounter-gradient to gradient transport is observed at
a given distane from the burner inlet when the ratio between the turbulent
veloity utuation and the laminar ame speed u
0
=s
L
inreases, suggesting that
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physial turbulent diusion beomes dominant on the gas-dynamis pressure-driven
mehanism. These experiments have been onsidered here for assessing the feasibility
of the proposed modeling idea for the ounter-gradient transport phenomenon.
2. Kinematis piture of premixed ombustion ame
In the ase under review ombustion takes plae in thin highly wrinkled amelet
sheets that separates the reatants from the produts and propagates relative to the
reatants with veloity U
f
. In our model the amelet is not the laminar ame with
the ombustion veloity U
l
, but is thikened by small sale turbulene amelet with
the ombustion veloity U
f
> U
l
.
As a preliminary we assume that gas density  = onst, i. e. ombustion
does not hange hydrodynami ow and turbulene. Let denote P
u
, P
b
and P
f
the
probabilities of unburned mixture ( reatants), burned mixture (produts) and amelet
ompositions in every point of the turbulent ame. For kinematis desription of the
ame mehanism we assume that P
u
+P
b
= 1 as P
f
<< 1 (the amelet ombustion on
mehanism). We will use the ombustion produt probability P
b
(~x; t) or the averaged
progress variable (~x; t) (at  = onst,  = P
b
) for desription of turbulent ames.
At rst we will analyze a 1-D non-stationary ame front in gas moving along
the x-axis at u
0
>> U
f
. Assume that at the initial time t = 0 for x < 0  = 1 and
for x > 0  = 0. For t > 0 the plane boundary beomes wrinkled at t > 0 and its
dimensional area (S(t)=S
0
) grows. So at the beginning we have a ombustion front
with inreasing turbulent ombustion veloity U
t
(t) and inreasing ame brush width
Æ
t
(t).
Let F (k; t) be a spetrum of the amelet sheet thought as being a random
surfae x = h(y; z; t), where k is the wave-number (k = 2= and  is the
wave length). The dispersion of the amelet sheet is determined by the large
waves of the random amelet sheet (small k): 
2
(t) = (x  x)
2
=
R
1
0
F (k; t) dk,
whereas the amelet area is determined by the small waves (large k): (S(t)=S(0)) =
onst
R
1
0
k
2
F (k; t) dk, where the onst is order unity (in the ase of Gauss random
surfae it an be alulated exatly). Without ombustion (S(t)=S(0)) inreases very
fast (approximately exponentially), but in the ase of ombustion the amelet progress
suppresses this fast inrease. So after some time, that probably is the order of so alled
Gibson time 
G
= L
G
=U
f
= 
t
(U
f
=u
0
)
2
, where 
t
= L=u
0
[9℄, we would have U
t
 onst
(more exatly very slow inreasing of U
t
).
For 
G
< t < 

, when suppression of large wrinkles of the sheet by moving
amelet is negligible, we have ame with inreasing brush width Æ
t
that is growing
in aordane with the turbulent diusion law Æ
t
 (
2
)
1=2
= (2D
t
t)
1=2
, where 
2
is
the dispersion of the amelet sheet and D
t
is the turbulent diusion oeÆient. We
estimated the time 

 2D
t
=U
2
f
 2
t
(u
0
=U
f
)
2
from the ondition (
2
(

))
1=2
 U
f


,
i. e. when transport due to turbulent diusion and due to the amelet progress are
of the same order (obviously this is a lower estimation, sine due to utuation of the
amelet angles, the averaged amelet veloity in some diretion less U
f
.
So for times 
G
< t < 

we have a ame with inreasing brush width
and pratially onstant turbulent ombustion veloity. We all these ombustion
fronts Intermediate Steady Propagation (ISP) ames and believe that they should
be reognized as a speial lass of ames. They orrespond to a ombustion regime
whih is intermediate between the initial stage at t < 
G
, when we have intensive
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forming of wrinkles on the amelet sheet and fast inreasing of U
t
(t) and the nal
stage orresponding to t >> 

, when we have stationary turbulent ombustion fronts
with U
st
t
= onst. and Æ
st
t
= onst.
Simple estimations show that for real industrial ombustors, as a rule, the time


is larger that the residene time (that ould be  10
t
), i. e. in real ombustors
a ame reahes a wall and ombustion is ompleted long before forming a ame with
onstant brush width. As 
G
is muh less than the residene time in many ases we
an assume that ISP regime takes plae at t < 

. We will see below that properties
of ISP and stationary ames and their ontrolling mehanisms are quite dierent.
The 3-D ISP ame kinematis equation for  = onst (as the speial ase of the
model equation for the partially premixed ombustion) was proposed in [6℄:
(P
b
)=(t) +r  (uP
b
) = r  (D
t
rP
b
) + U
t
jrP
b
j; (1)
where D
t
is the turbulent diusion oeÆient.
The statement of this setion: Premixed ombustion at intensive turbulene u
0
>>
U
f
and 
t
(U
f
=u
0
)
2
< t < 
t
(u
0
=U
f
)
2
takes plae in intermediate steady propagation
(ISP) ames, i. e. in ames with U
t
 onst (as approximate equilibrium between
generation and dissipation of small-sales wrinkles of the amelet sheet ontrolling its
area is reahed) and inreasing by turbulent diusion of the ame brush width (as
at these times the regime is far from the equilibrium between formation of large-sale
sheet wrinkles ontrolling this width and their onsumption due to amelet movement.
Combustion models that based diretly or indiretly on the only time 
t
in fat does
not ontain this regime.
3. Mean reation rates and TFC ombustion model
The main attention in this setion would be devoted to the physial equilibrium
mehanisms at developed turbulene whih enable us to introdue into the TFC model
equation the oupling between turbulene and hemistry. We will analyze the integral
ombustion rate U
t
dependene on ontrolling parameters and the loal ombustion
rate W distribution aross the premixed ame. It would be shown that in ames with
known integral harateristis U
t
and Æ
t
the distribution of W and ounter-gradient
transport phenomenon are losely onneted.
The main physio-hemial mehanism ontrolling U
t
:
The main ontrolling mehanism responsible for muh weaker U
t
dependene
on hemistry in omparison with the laminar ame veloity U
l
(more exatly with
the atual amelet veloity U
f
) is the smoothing of wrinkled amelet sheet due to
moving of their elements with the veloity U
l
. It means, for example, that a more
fast hemistry inreases U
l
, but at the same time implies a derease of the amelet
sheet area (S=S
0
) due to onsumption by more fast amelet of additional small-sale
wrinkles and makes it more smooth. We have what we all hydrodynami "amelet
ombustion self-ompensation mehanism".
For stationary ames at u
0
>> U
l
in aordane with Damkohler[10℄,
Shhelkin[11℄ ideas U
st
t
does not depends on hemistry (U
st
t
 u
0
), i. e. omplete
ompensation: (S=S
0
)  1=U
l
. This situation is similar to turbulent dissipation at
large Re numbers [3℄, when the eet of the kinemati visosity inrease is ompletely
ompensated by a derease of instantaneous veloity gradients.
We will see below that for ISP ame, that takes plae at t < 
t
(u
0
=Uf)
2
, takes
plae a partial ombustion veloity ompensation: U
t
depends on hemistry but muh
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weaker than U
l
or U
f
and this ame takes plae at t < 
t
(u
0
=Uf)
2
. At the same time
the most part of ombustion model equations give at t > 
t
the stationary ame (see,
for example, result of simulation in [12℄) and this 1-D ame dependene on hemistry
in fat orresponds to laminar ames. It is worth noting that the model that ontains
the result as an limiting ase U
st
t
 u
0
was developed reently by Peters[13℄.
The parameters of thikened amelet and its area, U
t
dependene:
a. In aordane with [5℄ transfer proess inside the thikened amelet depend
on vorties from equilibrium inertial interval and the value of the relevant transfer
oeÆient follows diretly from dimensional analysis 
f
 "
1=3
Æ
4=3
f
, whih is in
fat the well-known Rihardson law of the turbulent diusion for sales inside the
inertial interval (Æ
f
is the amelet width). U
f
and Æ
f
are funtion of 
f
and of the
harateristi hemial time 
h
, and by using dimensional analysis onsiderations (for
laminar ames U
l
 (=
h
)
1=2
, Æ
l
 (
h
)
1=2
), we obtain:
U
f
 (
f
=
h
)
1=2
 u
0
(Da)
 1=2
; Æ
f
 (
f

h
)
1=2
 L(Da)
 3=2
; 
f
 D
t
(Da)
 2
:(2)
This formulas an be derived straightforward using the inertial interval spetrum
E(k) = Ck
 5=3
[5℄. The relationships (2) are equivalent to the fat that, in a oordinate
system where the thikened amelet is xed, the heat uxes in the front due to heat
transfer and onvetion are of the same order of magnitude of the heat release due to
hemial reations [5℄. Notie that hemial dependene of U
f
in (2) is idential to
that of the laminar ame.
b. For the estimation of (S=S
0
) >> 1 dimensional analysis is not suÆient and it
is neessary to use also some general property of random surfaes x = h(y; z; t). Our
estimation is as follows:
(S=S
0
) = (1 + jgrad hj
2
)
1=2
 jgrad hj  (jgrad hj
2
)
1=2

Z
k
2
F (k) dk  =;(3)
where 
2
= (x  x)
2
=
R
F (k) dk = 2D
t
t is the dispersion,  is the miro-sale of
the length of the random surfae and F (k) is the spetrum of the amelet surfae
disturbanes. We see, that 
2
is dened by large sale and (S=S
0
) by small sale
disturbanes of the amelet surfae. In ISP ames the spetrum F (k; t)) a small wave
number k part is non-steady (inreasing of large wrinkles by turbulene) and at the
same time a large wave number part is steady (equilibrium between generation and
onsumption of small wrinkles).
The miro-sale , due to the assumed equilibrium, is a funtion of large sale
turbulene harateristis L, u
0
, amelet parameters Æ
f
, U
f
and time, t. Applying
then the -theorem of a dimensional analysis yields =Æ
f
= f
1
(u
0
t=Æ
f
; u
0
=U
f
; L=Æ
f
).
Taking into aount expressions (2) and using the ondition of (S=S
0
) stationary, we
obtain that =Æ
f
= (u
0
t=Æ
f
)
1=2
f
2
(Da)  (u
0
t=Æ
f
)
1=2
f
2
(1)  (u
0
t=Æ
f
)
1=2
. Hene using
(3), the expression for the averaged amelet sheet area reads:
(S=S
0
)  (Da)
3=4
 (u
0
=U
f
)
3=2
 (L=Æ
f
)
1=2
>> 1: (4)
We see that assumption of physial equilibriums made possible to express
parameters of U
f
, Æ
f
and (S=S
0
), ontrolled mainly by small-sale turbulene, in
terms of large-sale turbulent harateristis, as shown by formulas (2) and (4).
. Expressions (2) and (4) and well known formula for the hemial time

h
= =U
2
l
give nally the expression of the turbulent ombustion veloity for the
ISP ames:
U
t
= U
f
(S=S
0
) = Au
0
(Da)
1=4
= Au
03=4
U
1=2
l

 1=4
L
1=4
; (5)
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where A  1 is an empirial parameter. It is worth emphasizing that all powers
have been derived from the physial model and they don't ontain any quantitative
empirial information.
The hemistry dependene of U
t
that is given by (5) (U
t
 
 1=4
h
) is muh
weaker than for laminar ombustion (U
l
 
 1=2
h
). The reason is mentioned above
partial amelet ombustion self-ompensation mehanism: inreasing of U
f
dereasing
in aordane with (4) (S=S
0
) and vie-versa. Comparison of this predition with
empirial orrelations for U
t
and the range of appliability of (5) are presented in [8℄.
We have to mention that, for the hypothetial ase of thikened but not wrinkled ame
at L << Æ
l
proposed by Damkohler [10℄ the turbulent ame speed is U
t
 (D
t
=
h
.
This ame has laminar ame hemistry dependene, i. e. more strong than ISP ame.
This regime is ontained as a limiting ase in the new Peters model [13℄.
It should be partiularly emphasized that the thikened amelet in our model
have no quasi-laminar struture: in aordane with analysis of temperature pulsation
balane presented in [5℄ the temperature pulsations inside the thikened amelet are
high, i. e. instantaneous reation sheet strongly wrinkled inside the amelet. It seems
that this model losely orrespond to the thin reation zone regime[13℄. In our analysis
we ignore the temperature pulsation inside a amelet. From a methodologial point
of view it is similar to ignore the dissipation rate pulsations in the Kolmogorov theory
of the ne-sale turbulene[3℄.
Turbulent ame losure (TFC) ombustion model:
TFC ombustion model is based on the kinematis equation (1) modied of
 6= onst[7℄. This equation is as follows (the onventional and Favre averaging are
symbolized a and ~a = a=, ):
(~)=(t) +r  (
~
u~) = r  (D
t
r~) + (
u
U
t
)jr~j: (6)
Eq. (6) desribes only ISP ames and does not ontain limiting ase of 1-D stationary
ames, it strongly simplies the ombustion model and the same time does not
impose a limitation on its pratial appliations for simulation ombustion at strong
turbulene.
In TFC model the theoretial expression (5) for U
t
as a funtion of the
physio-hemial properties of the ombustible mixture and turbulent parameters is
substituted in the Eq. (6). In other words we introdue diretly in the model equation
the properties of the ISP ames (their ombustion veloity and width dependenes)
that why we name it the turbulent ame losure (TFC) equation. TFC model
equation simulated together with uid dynamis Reynolds equations and "k   ""
turbulene (at simulations it was assumed  = 
u
and loal u
0
and L expressed
in terms of k and "). This set of equations simulated only large-sale proesses
but in aordane with the foregoing it desribes the small-sale oupling between
turbulene, moleular transport and hemistry. It is interation between turbulene
and moleular visosity (dissipation rate), between turbulene and instantaneous
reation zone (amelet parameters), between turbulene and amelet sheet (its area).
To desribe experimental bending for U
t
at regimes lose to a blow-out boundary
(Lipatnikov proposal) Bray model[14℄ was used of the streth eet in terms of amelet
ritial veloity gradient based in fat on the assumption of universal equilibrium PDF
for instantaneous dissipation (i. e. for instantaneous harateristi veloity gradients
in small sales ontrolling amelet extintion). It was in fat the forth equilibrium
mehanism used in our ombustion simulations.
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Good agreement with a great body of Karpov experimental data in spherial
bombs with artiial turbulene for dierent fuels, air exess oeÆients and
turbulene[15℄ (i. e. at large variation of kinematis, moleular transport and
turbulent properties of mixtures) is good indiret evidene that their oupling using
idea of physial equilibrium is fruitful. The omparison with Moreau data on high
veloity ombustion in a hannel[16℄ onrm existene of ISP ames with inreasing
brush width.
W and the ounter-gradient transport in the TFC model:
In the equation (6) the transport and the soure terms are not real transport
and soure terms of the unlosed equation, i. e. r  (D
t
r~) 6=  r  (u""), and
(
u
U
t
)jr~j 6= W . In TFC model equation transport term has gradient nature, while
the transport termr(u"") has in many turbulent premixed ames ounter-gradient
nature. It means that in the model equation transport term we inlude only the
gradient physial diusion part (to desribe ames with inreasing ame brush width)
whereas the ounter-gradient part was inluded in the model soure term (
u
U
t
)jr~j.
So though TFC model equation desribe physial distributions of ~ and onneted
with it , T and onentration of speies, for extration of the physial soure term
W = 
u
U
f
 from the model soure term it is neessary, as it would seen below, to
have additionally some hydrodynami model for the progress variable transport term.
4. Kinematis equation. The ounter-gradient transport phenomenon.
The modeling kinematis equation for the Favre averaged progress variable in the ase
of ames in the ISP regime is given by:

~
t
+  ~u
~
x
=

x

D
t
~
x

+ 
u
U
t




~
x




; (7)
where ~ is the averaged progress variable (~ = 0 and ~ = 1 orrespond respetively to
the old reatants and hot produts), U
t
is the turbulent ombustion veloity, D
t
is
the physial turbulent diusion oeÆient. The model soure term in this equation
determines propagation of the ame with veloity U
t
with respet to the unburnt uid
mixture while the gradient diusion term determines the thikening of the turbulent
ame brush aording to the turbulent dispersion law.
This equation models the exat but unlosed equation:

~
t
+  ~u
~
x
=
( 
g
u
00

00
)
x
+ 
f
W; (8)
where  
g
u
00

00
is the progress variable ux that as a rule is generally attributed
a ounter-gradient nature and 
f
W is the averaged rate of produts formation. As
we have mentioned in the introdution there is no ontradition between the gradient
transport term in the model equation (7) and the as a rule ounter-gradient transport
term in the exat unlosed equation (8). This beause the transport term in the model
equation ( 7) ontains only the turbulent diusion omponent of the total transport
term  
g
u
00

00
, while the seond gas-dynamis onvetive omponent onneted with
the dierential aeleration of hot and old volumes in a nonuniform pressure eld
(the pressure-driven transport) is integrated together with the atual soure term 
f
W
in the model soure term 
u
U
t
j~=xj in equation ( 7). Obviously

u
Z
+1
 1
U
t




~
x
i




dx =
Z
+1
 1

f
W dx; (9)
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i. e. this proedure does not hange the integral ombustion intensity.
This interpretation of the model equation ( 7) was formulated by Zimont in [16℄
answering to a question from F. Williams about the possibility to predit ounter-
gradient transport within the framework of this model. The methodology for the
analysis of the ounter-gradient transport phenomenon based on this interpretation
was subsequently developed in [7, 5℄ and now in this paper in more advaned form.
It should also be remarked that Lipatnikov was the one who rst realized in [23℄ that
the interpretation of the turbulent diusion term in the model equation ( 7) used as
approximation of the transport term in unlosed equation (8) and the model soure
term as approximation of real soure 
f
W is non orret. A "joint losure" took plae
in fat while developing the model given by equation ( 7), suh that the sum of the
total transport term and the soure term in (8) is instead approximated by the sum
of turbulent diusion and model soure term in the model equation ( 7). At the same
time Lipatnikov idea presented in [17℄ about the possibility to model ounter-gradient
transport is quite dierent from the one developed here.
It is signiant to remember that equation ( 7) (and the following equations ( 13)
and ( 17)) are valid only for ames with inreasing ame brush width ontrolled by
turbulent diusion, i. e. in the ase of ames in the ISP regime of ombustion. In
turbulent ames omposed by laminar amelets this regime takes plae in the ase
of u
0
>> s
L
and for time t << 
t
(u
0
=s
L
)
2
when turbulent transport by pulsation
veloities u
0
prevails over the transport onneted with amelets loal propagation
with veloity s
L
. In the ase of turbulent ames omposed by thikened amelets at
Re
t
>> 1 and Da >> 1 with amelet veloity U
f
> s
L
this regime takes plae for
t < 
t
Da [7℄.
For larger times t > 
t
(u
0
=s
L
)
2
(or t > 
t
Da) turbulent premixed ames propagate
aording to the 1-D stationary propagating ombustion front and instead of the model
equation we an write exat kinematis equation of the running wave (in oordinate
system where the wave is motionless)
 ~u
~
x
= 
u
U
st
t




~
x




; (10)
where in aordane with the ideas of Damkohler [18℄ and Shhelkin [19℄, in the ase
of strong turbulene we have U
st
t
 u
0
, i.e. in the ase of u
0
>> s
L
(or u
0
>> u
F
) the
turbulent ombustion veloity does not depends on hemistry and moleular properties
of the fuel/air mixture.
Comparison of equations (8) and (10) yields

u
U
st
t




~
x




= 
f
W  
(
g
u"")
x
(11)
demonstrating that the transport and soure terms in the exat kinemati equation
are lubbed under a single term given in our model equation ( 7) by 
u
U
t
jd~=dxj, i.e.
they are intimately oupled for the 1-D stationary ame.
In the ase of ombustion ourring in the amelet regime (and therefore with
negligible probability to nd burning mixture) the total transport term an be
expressed as:
 
g
u
00

00
=   ~ (1  ~) (u
b
  u
u
); (12)
where u
u
and u
b
are onditioned averaged veloities of unburned and burned volumes.
Simple estimation shows that for  >> 1 (strong heat release) and Æ
st
t
>> L, the ratio
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of the turbulent diusion ux to the pressure-driven ux is  (u
0
L=Æ
st
t
)=(U
st
t
) << 1,
i. e. the ounter-gradient transport omponent and the atual soure term are lubbed
under the single term 
u
U
t
~=x. In the ase of the ISP ombustion regime where
ames have inreasing ame brush width and Æ
t
< Æ
st
t
we have extrated the turbulent
diusion omponent (ontrolling in our model the brush width) into a separate term
and left the remaining gas-dynamis transport and the hemial soure lubbed into
the model soure term.
Aording to these ideas whih were originally proposed in [5, 7℄), the progress
variable ux an be split into two ontributions: one of gradient nature generated
by real turbulent diusion transport whih has the property to inrease the ame
brush thikness (aording to the turbulent dispersion law) and the seond of ounter-
gradient nature whih is of onvetive type and is generated by the pressure drop
aross the turbulent ame brush. The rst omponent of the transport is ontrolled
by positive turbulent diusion oeÆient that an be estimated using usual turbulene
models and the seond omponent an be estimated from some gas-dynamis model
that is strongly onneted with the nonuniform averaged pressure distribution (in our
ase of open ames, with the averaged pressure drop aross the ame and resulting in
the ounter-gradient gas-dynamial omponent).
The possibility of suh deomposition an be better understood observing the
exat expression for the progress variable ux (12). This expression shows that the
turbulent salar ux  
g
u
00

00
has gradient (ounter-gradient) nature when u
b
< u
u
(u
b
> u
u
). In absene of a negative pressure gradient whih an aelerate the
produts more than the reatants, the eet of turbulent dispersion will be to generate
penetration of burnt mixture inside the unburnt one at the old boundary and
penetration of unburnt mixture inside the burnt one at the hot boundary. Aording
to this desription the onditional veloities will be suh that u
b
< u
u
. In ase
presene of a pressure drop aross the turbulent ame brush, the light burnt gases are
aelerated more than the unburnt ones. This may redue the gradient transport or
even transform it into the ounter-gradient phenomenon when u
b
> u
u
.
The onnetion of the ounter-gradient transport with the averaged pressure
gradient is well known. In reent DNS work, it has been shown a well-dened eet
of pressure pulsations
(BRAY ite?).
This eet is onneted with the instantaneous dierene of onditional averaged
pressures of unburned p
u
and burned gases p
b
as the boundary between these gases
is a moving amelets that results p
u
> p
b
. Therefore, for example, even at p = onst
there is some ounter-gradient omponent. In our simulations below we ignore this
eet.
It must be observed that, beause of the onvetive nature of the pressure-driven
transport, while developing the TFC ombustion model we have assumed that it
doesn't have the apability to hange the thikness of the ame boundary layer, a
property whih is typial of turbulent diusion phenomena.
Subtrating now equation ( 7) from ( 8) we obtain the following relation:

u
U
t




~
x




= 
f
W +

x

 
g
u
00

00
  D
t
~
x

(13)
whih formally shows that the model soure term in ( 7) aounts at the same time
for real heat release and the pressure-driven (ounter-gradient in our ase of open
premixed ames) transport omponent. In order to extrat the ounter-gradient
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transport term from ( 13) two approahes may be used: a) give a model for the
average heat release 
f
W , b) model diretly the ounter-gradient transport omponent
(in this ase relation ( 13) will give an expression for 
f
W ).
In [7℄ approah a) has been followed. It was assumed that the atual averaged
hemial soure term in equation ( 8) is proportional to the probability to nd the
amelet at a given position p
f
(x); this probability is related to the probability of
nding produts P
b
(x) at the given position by the relation:
P
b
(x) =
Z
x
 1
p
f
() d ) p
fl
(x) =
P
b
(x)
x
(14)
Note also the following expression for the averaged progress variable (as amelets are
thin, the probability to have 0 <  < 1 has been negleted):
 = P
b
1 + (1  P
b
) 0 = P
b
(15)
Therefore we an write:

f
W = onst





x




(16)
where the onstant is equal to 
u
U
t
as an be shown by integrating equation ( 13)
from  1 to +1.
Using ( 16) in ( 13) the following expression for the seond order veloity-progress
variable orrelation is obtained (where it has assumed d=dx > 0 without loss of
generality):
( 
g
u
00

00
)
x
= 
u
U
t

x
(~  ) +

x

D
t
~
x

(17)
whih integrated from  1 to x yields:
 
g
u
00

00
= 
u
U
t
(~  ) + D
t
~
x
(18)
This relation expliitly gives evidene that the seond order Favre orrelation between
the progress variable and veloity utuations is omposed of two ontributions:
a) real turbulent transport (modeled here with an eddy diusivity assumption) whih
is responsible for the thikening of the ISP ame brush;
b) a ontribution whih is proportional to the integral of the dierene between the
model 
u
U
t
d~=dx and the real hemial soure term 
f
W = 
u
U
t
d=dx. This
ontribution an be expressed with simple algebrai manipulations as:

u
U
t
(~  ) =  
u
U
t
~ (1  ~)
  1
1 + ~ (  1)
(19)
It should be again emphasized that the point of view adopted here is that the
turbulent ame brush inreases (here this is assumed to be an eet of turbulent
dispersion), independently on the nature of the progress variable ux (of gradient
or ounter-gradient type). Nevertheless it sometimes stated that in ase of a total
salar ux of ounter-gradient type the ame brush beomes thinner whereas in ase
of gradient type it beomes thiker [11℄.
We think that this point of view is obtained as result of interpreting the progress
variable ux in turbulent premixed ames only as a turbulent diusion ux of
passive onentration. The term "ountegradient turbulent diusion" is in fat often
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assoiated with the phenomenon of ounter-gradient transport whih, we stress here,
is not onneted with a negative value for the turbulent diusion oeÆient.
We believe that in open ames a dereasing ame brush width is highly
improbable. Numerous experiments show in fat that the ame brush width inreases
with distane along the ame similarly to a diusing wake despite of the ommonly
observed ounter-gradient nature of the transport in ames and in priniple this
thikness inreases until a "statistially steady" nite value whih is unattainable
in pratial ombustion devies. At the same time, in presene of strong external
pressure gradient (ombustion in a nozzle, for example) the qualitative piture ould
be more ompliated, but we do not analyze this ase here.
As already mentioned the nature of the progress variable transport (gradient or
ounter-gradient) an be determined by analyzing the dierene between the average
onditional veloities u
u
and u
b
respetively in the old and hot gases as shown by
relation ( 12). Solving the system of equations given by ( 12) and the mass onservation
equation in the two unknown u
u
and u
b
:
  ~ (1  ~) (u
b
  u
u
) = 
u
U
t
(~  ) + D
t
~
x
(20)
(1  ~)u
u
+ ~ u
b
= [1 + (  1) ~℄U
t
(21)
we obtain the following expression for the onditional veloities:
u
u
=
D
t
1  ~
d~
dn
+ U
t
(22)
u
b
=  
D
t
~
d~
dn
+U
t
(23)
These relations show that eah of the onditional veloities is omposed by two
ontributions: one related to turbulent dispersion and the other to onvetion.
In the ase of a steady ame (t ! 1, onstant thikness and veloity) the
ame is desribed by the equation (10), i.e. in 22 and 23 we must put D
t
= 0,
resulting in the two onditional veloities being onstant aross the ame brush,
u
u
= U
st
t
= u( 1) and u
b
= U
st
t
= u(+1). This also implies onstant onditional
pressures (p
u
= p( 1), p
b
= p(+1)) as it will be shown in the next paragraph. Suh
value of veloities orrespond in fat to the assumption that old and hot volumes
move inside the ame without mutual fore interation. Obviously this strongly
overestimates the ounter-gradient transport (for typial onditions approximately
three times, see below) and orresponds to the possible upper boundary of this
phenomenon. Suh model for estimation of the ounter-gradient phenomenon based
on the expression ( 16) for atual ombustion rates and further using of the equation
( 13) for estimation of the transport 
g
u
00

00
was developed in [7℄ where it was used for
estimation of the ounter-gradient phenomenon in well known standard Moreau high
veloity premixed ombustion experimental data in a hannel. We will all below this
model "a rough model" or "upper estimation model".
More realisti modeling must take into aount this interation, i. e. the
aeleration of relatively slow old volumes by more fast hot volumes and vie versa.
Suh gas-dynamis model that estimates diretly the pressure-driven ounter-gradient
omponent (desribed in ( 13) by an expression between the brakets is developed
in the next setion. For estimation of atual ombustion rate it is neessary to use
the equation ( 13). We will all this model for estimation of the ounter-gradient
phenomenon and atual ombustion rates " an aurate model" or "a gas-dynamis
model".
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5. A gas-dynamis model of the ounter-gradient transport phenomenon
In this setion we analyze 1-D stationary premixed ames. These results then
will be applied to open ames with inreasing ame brush width. The basis of
it is an assumption that at real relatively slow inreasing of the brush width the
pressure gradient aross open ames bringing about the ounter-gradient phenomenon
an be assumed the same as in 1-D stationary ames. Good aord between
results of numerial simulations of this phenomenon and experimental experimental
data demonstrated below onrm the truth of this hypothesis at least as a rst
approximation.
Aording to the idea presented in setion 4, the progress variable transport
in open turbulent premixed ames is omposed by two fundamental ontributions:
real gradient turbulent diusion whih is responsible for the growth of ame brush
thikness and ounter-gradient transport related to the pressure drop aross the ame
brush due to heat release. In this setion we will present a gasdymamis model for
the pressure driven omponent of the progress variable transport in the ase of 1-D
stationary ames whih will be applied to real open ame with inreasing ame brush
width.
The basis for this analysis is represented by equations ( 10)-( 12). For estimating
the pressure-driven omponent we assume here that the onditional veloities in ( 12)
are ontrolled only by gas-dynamis, i. e. we ignore the eet of turbulent dispersion.
In this ase the term  
g
u
00

00
inludes only the ounter-gradient transport omponent,
and in fat the model soure ( 11) of the equation ( 10) term ontains the atual soure
term and the pressure-driven ounter-gradient omponent. The results obtained under
these onditions an therefore be extended to ISP ames by using equation ( 7). In
this equation in fat the gradient transport term is ontrolled by turbulent diusion
and the model soure term ontains the atual soure term and the pressure-driven
ounter-gradient omponent.
Consider therefore the onservation equations for mass, momentum and reatants
total pressure (iso-entropi ondition for reatants). The equations have been written
here for U
st
t
= 1m=s and 
u
= 1 kg=m
3
(or equivalently in normalized form):
(1  )u
u
+ 
u
b

= 1 (24)
p+ (1  ) [u
2
u
+ u
02
u
℄
+
1

[u
2
b
+ u
02
b
℄ = p
 1
+ 1 + u
02
 1
(25)
p
u
+
1
2
[u
2
u
+ u
02
u
℄ = p
 1
+
1
2
(1 + u
02
 1
) (26)
where the average pressure p is given by p = (1  ) p
u
+  p
b
. In the ase introdued
in the previous paragraph we have seen that 
f
W = 
u
U
t
dP
b
=dn implies uniform
onditional veloities aross the turbulent ame brush and equal to u
u
= 1 and u
b
= 
in the present ase. In this ase equation ( 24) beomes redundant and the system
therefore redues to two equation in the two onditional pressures as unknowns.
If we subtrat equation ( 26) from equation ( 25) and require the utuating
terms to anel, we end up with the following two relations:
 (p
b
  p
u
) +

1
2
  

u
2
u
+
1

 u
b
2
=
1
2
(27)
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
1
2
  

u
0
u
2
+
1

 u
0
b
2
=
1
2
u
02
u
 1
(28)
The seond of these relations gives a turbulent veloity utuation at the hot boundary
whih is equal to =2u
02
u
 1
. This result is onsistent with several experimental
works where the turbulent veloity utuation has been found inreasing aross the
turbulent ame brush. For example, Moreau [26℄ has found in oblique high veloity
planar methane/air ames at equivalene ratio 0:8 that the axial turbulent utuating
veloity inreases inside the ame, reahing a value about three times that measured
in the old ow.
In the partiular ase of u
u
= 1 and u
b
=  analyzed in the previous setion we
have p
u
  p
b
= (   1). Obviously this is an hypothetial unrealisti ase. We will
instead analyze here the ase with strong interration between hot and old volumes
with an assumption p
u
= p
b
= p, i. e. with ignoring the small dierene in the
presuure before and behind amelet sheet that is moving boundary between old and
hot volumes as we already mentioned above.
Under this assumption we have from equation ( 27):
(
1
2
  )u
2
u
+
1

 u
2
b
=
1
2
(29)
The system given by ( 29) and ( 24) an be solved with simple algebrai
manipulations. This yields the following expressions for u
u
and u
b
:
u
b
=
  +
p
 4 + 
2
2
; u
u
=
1  u
b
=
1  
(30)
 =
0:5  
(1  )
2

2

2
+


;  =  2


0:5  
(1  )
2
;  =
0:5  
(1  )
2
  0:5(31)
The expression obtained now for the onditional veloities gives the opportunity
to alulate the average heat release within the turbulent ame brush using equation
( 13). If we assume =x to be distributed as a Gaussian funtion (validation of
this hypothesis has been performed in [8℄ ontaining very areful measurement of
the temperature proles in premixed ames and also in [32℄ ontaining analysis some
literature experimental data that demonstrate the omplementary error funtion for
the proles):

x
=
1
p
2 
2
e
 (x a(t))
2
=2 
2
(32)
introduing the non-dimensional spatial variable  = (x   a(t))=
p
2
2
, the average
heat release nondimensionalised with 
u
U
t
=
p
2
2
is given by:

f
W

u
U
t
=
p
2
2
=
1
p

e
 
2



~   (1  ~)
u
b
  u
u
U
t

(33)
In the hypothetial ase of onditional veloities onstant aross the ame brush, this
expression yields the result already introdued at paragraph, i.e. 
f
W = 
u
U
t
j=xj.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the onditional veloities non-dimensionalised with
U
t
and non-dimensional heat release, = and ~=. The heat release is shifted
toward the front part of ame brush with respet to the model soure term, the
maximum shift obtained for the model based on uniform distribution of onditional
pressures and veloities aross the turbulent ame brush (when u
b
  u
u
attains its
maximum value). In the ase of more realisti gas-dynamis model taking into aount
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fore interation between high veloity hot and low veloity old volumes that we
analyzed assuming p
u
= p
b
the heat release is less shifted toward the front part of the
ame brush.
It is interesting to note that suh situation has been observed experimentally
by [10℄ and [15℄ who analyzed a large dataset of experimental data on turbulent
premixed ame of various types (v-, onial, stagnation and swirl stabilized ames).
The experiments from [10, 15℄ will be onsidered in paragraph 7 for a qualitative
validation of the result obtained with the present model.
6. Modeling of the turbulent ame speed
The turbulent ame speed U
t
of a 1-D ame is given by the produt between the loal
propagation veloity U
f
and the surfae area for unit of ame ross setional area
(S=S
0
) of the thin amelet, i. e. U
t
= U
f
(S=S
0
). These two quantities have been
estimated by asymptoti analysis at large turbulent Reynolds Re
t
and Da numbers
based on the Kolmogorov methodology: the equilibrium ne-sale turbulene from the
inertial interval ontrols the thikened amelet ombustion veloity giving U
f
> s
L
and amelet width Æ
f
> Æ
L
, the equilibrium small sale amelet wrinkles ontrol the
pratially onstant ame surfae area and nally non-equilibrium large-sale wrinkles
ontrol the ame brush width whih inreases similarly to a non-reative mixing layer
[4, 7℄.
In this model the miro-turbulent transport of heat or onentrations (
f
' D
f
)
within the amelets thikness is desribed by the well-known Rihardson diusion law

f
' "
1=3
Æ
4=3
f
where " is the averaged rate of turbulent kineti energy dissipation.
The following expressions have been obtained:
U
f
 u
0
Da
 1=2
; Æ
f
 LDa
 3=2
; 
f
 D
t
Da
 2
)
(S=S
0
)  Da
3=4
 (u
0
=U
f
)
3=2
 (L=Æ
f
)
1=2
: (34)
Aording to the rst of these relations the loal propagation veloity of the thikened
amelet inreases with dereasing Damkohler number (for example, reduing of the
hemistry rate). This an be explained onsidering that a redution in Damkohler
number produes an inrease in the amelet thikness (the seond relation). It results
therefore an inrease in the miro-turbulent transport oeÆient (the third relation)
beause of small vorties in the inertial range falling inside the amelet whih being
dominant over the redution in hemistry rate produes an overall inrease in the
loal propagation veloity. The fourth expression shows that there is onnetion
between the amelet area and the amelet veloity: an inrease in the amelet
veloity (or inreasing of the amelet width) produe a derease in the amelet sheet
area. The physial reason of this eet is self-smoothing of the wrinkled sheet but its
movement (or due to inreasing of the amelet width): an inrease in U
f
(or derease
in Æ
f
) "onsumes" the smallest existing wrinkles and it dereases the area. This self-
ompensation mehanism is responsible for the relatively weak hemistry dependene
of U
t
shown by experiments.
The nal expression for the turbulent ombustion veloity is as follows:
U
t
= U
f
(S=S
0
) = Au
0
Da
1=4
= Au
03=4
s
1=2
L

 1=4
L
1=4
; (35)
where A  1 is an empirial oeÆient,  is the moleular heat transfer oeÆient
that (referred to the unburned mixture in the simulations, i. e.  = 
u
). It is worth
emphasizing that all these expressions were derived from the physial model and,
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with the exeption of the oeÆient A, they do not ontain any quantitative empirial
parameter. From ( 35) we an see that the f the turbulent ame speed depends from
hemistry aording to U
t
 
 1=4
h
whih is muh weaker than the ase of laminar
ombustion where s
L
 
 1=2
h
. We expet that in the ase of laminar amelets the
hemistry dependene for U
t
would be also weaker due to self-ompensation mehanism
mentioned above but for laminar amelets similar formulas do no exist. It seems
obvious that this self-ompensation mehanism is responsible for many quantitative
peuliarities of turbulent ombustion ourring aording to the amelet mehanism
and in partiular the relatively weak dependene of U
t
on hemistry.
This is diret experimental onformation of existing of thikened amelets, diret
measurements in [33℄ demonstrated Æ
f
=Æ
L
= 2   5 with the turbulene dependene
Æ
f
(u
0
) lose to the presented above formula. But situation is not simple here as we have
two tendeny here: broadening of amelets by ne-sale turbulene and narrowing of
amelets by streth. So quite probable situation when amelets with ne-sales eddies
into it has width more than normal laminar ame. It means that we must stritly
speaking ompare thikened amelets width not with normal laminar ame but with
laminar ame with similar streth. My be this is a reason why in experiments with
developed ne-sale turbulene amelet thikness was less in omparison with normal
laminar ame, see for example this paper of German authors are also in 27
Symposium. In our formulas (28)amelet streth was not taken into aount and
probably in experiments in [33℄ this eet was not signiant. In our simulation we
took into aount the streth eet only for orretion diretly expression for U
t
( 35)
but separately expressions for U
f
, Æ
f
and S=S
0
, see below.
Expression ( 35) is an aordane with many old Russian experimental data
(see [4, 5℄). Bradley [20℄ have orrelated reently many West experimental results
for premixed turbulent ames in order to obtain an expression for the turbulent
ame speed as funtion of the relevant physio-hemial parameters. This expression,
assuming that all moleular transport oeÆients are equal, is given by:
U
t
' u
0
Da
0:3
Re
 0:15
t
(36)
This empirial expression is lose to the theoretial one ( 35). The weaker dependene
of U
t
on u
0
was onneted in [23℄ with the eet of the amelet streth whih is present
in ( 36) and not in ( 35). When the strain rate beomes large loal amelet quenhing
may our. This is not taken in aount in the theoretial expression ( 35) whih is
therefore valid if the loal strain rate is suÆiently small. x The eet of large strain
rates x is to redue the loal amelets veloities and even ause their extintion. This
eet has been inorporated in the expression for U
t
in [29℄ using a model developed
by Bray [22℄ for the streth-eet. Aording to this model, a streth fator G whih
represent the probability for the instantaneous turbulent kineti energy dissipation
rate  to be less than the ritial extintion value 
r
has been introdued. Assuming
a log-normal distribution for  [22℄ the following expression for the strething fator
is obtained:
G = 0:5 erf

 
1
p
2

ln(
r
=) +

2


(37)
where erf denotes the omplementary error funtion,  =  ln(l
t
=l
K
) the standard
deviation ( = 0:28 being a onstant). The nal expression for U
t
is therefore given
by:
U
t
' Gu
0
Da
1=4
(38)
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It has to be observed that an aurate estimation of 
r
is neessary to orretly
aount for the "bending" of U
t
in the dependene U
t
= f(u
0
); a redution in U
t
results in fat at large turbulent intensities.
Validation of the ombustion model based on the expression ( 38) for the turbulent
ame speed and for the bending eet an be found in [23, 27℄. Appliation of the
model to industrial premixed ombustion an be found in [9℄ and validation for the
ase of a high speed 2D turbulent premixed ame (experiments from [26℄) in [7℄.
7. Validation
The modeling ideas proposed here to aount for transport of reative omponents in
turbulent premixed ames have been validated with three sets of experimental data.
The rst of these onsists in the experiments performed by Moss [1℄ for an
open LPG/air turbulent premixed ame at stoihiometri onditions. These data
orrespond therefore to a situation with the largest possible laminar ame speed,
suh that the eet of gradient diusion is likely to be small. This is favorable for
validating the model developed here for the ounter-gradient omponent of the total
salar transport.
The seond part of the validation is presented here only on a qualitative basis in
order to show that the present model for ounter-gradient transport gives a heat release
distribution aross the ame brush whih is onsistent with available experimental
observations. The experimental data onsidered for this validation are from Cheng
and Sheperd [10℄ and Cheng [15℄ who have analyzed turbulent premixed ames in
various ongurations.
The third set of data onsists in the experiments reently performed by Frank et
al [3℄ for an axisymmetri natural gas/air open turbulent premixed ame stabilized in
a o-owing air stream by a pilot jet of hot gases. In this ase, the onditional average
veloities u
u
and u
b
have been measured for dierent values of the ratio u
0
=s
L
(mainly
by hanging the fuel/air mixture stoihiometry) and a transition from gradient to
ounter-gradient transport has been observed for dereasing of u
0
=s
L
. These data are
therefore of partiular interest for the overall validation of the model for the total
salar ux developed here.
It should be stressed that developed in the setion the ounter-gradient transport
gas-dynamis model refers to one-dimensional stationary ames so its appliation for
estimation of the ounter-gradient omponent of the transport to real ames with
inreasing brush width is an approximation. For open ames we estimate it as a good
approximation as ames have a simple struture and in most part of real ames the
ounter-gradient omponent dominate in transport so ontrolling ame brush width
turbulent diusion transport in many ase is relatively small.
But for at real industrial burner where ames have no simple struture and the
pressure gradient are onneted not only with heat release but also with ompliated
hydrodynamis suh approah is not appliable. The author develops now more
general invariant gas-dynamis model base on similar ideas that ould be applied
to real 3-D ombustors. This model after validation will be published elsewhere.
7.1. Validation with Moss experiments [1℄ for an open turbulent premixed ame
The shematis of the experiments for this open turbulent premixed ame is shown in
gure 2 a). The burner is omposed by a pipe, 5 m in diameter and 60 m in length.
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The pipe is fed with air and LPG (approximately 70 perent propane and 30 perent
propene) whih beomes fully premixed at the pipe exit. The veloity at the burner
exit is u ' 4m=s, approximately ten times the laminar ame speed. The veloity rms
p
u
02
at the enter of the pipe exit is 0:5m=s.
Measurements have been taken aross the ame brush along a line inlined 23
o
with the pipe axis. The angle observed between the ame and the burner axis was
approximately     = 16
o
. Conentration (the progress variable) was measured by
light satter tehnique and veloities by laser Doppler veloimetry. Moss experimental
data have been subsequently post-proessed in [12℄; the data reported in this last
referene have been adopted here for validation.
A full CF-D analysis of this ase hasn't been performed. Using the available
information, we have estimated that the order of magnitude of the turbulent diusion
omponent with the total salar ux (the gradient omponent of transport) is small
in omparison to the ounter-gradient omponent. For these experiments we have in
fat a turbulent ame speed of the order of U
t
 U sin(   ) = 4 os(16) = 1:1m=s.
Assuming the integral turbulent length sale at the pipe exit to be in the range of
l
t
' 1:5mm we have  ' 0:37u
03
=l
t
= 31m
2
=s
3
and the turbulent diusion oeÆient
D
t
' 0:09 (3=2u
02
)
2
= = 0:0004m
2
=s. The ame brush inreases in thikness
aording to the turbulent dispersion law, i.e. Æ
f
'
q
D
t
H=U where H is the height
from the pipe exit at whih measurements have been taken, i.e. H ' 0:28m (assuming
the ame to be at). We have therefore Æ
f
'
p
0:0004 0:28=4 = 0:0053m and assuming
the maximum progress variable gradient to be approximately 1=Æ
f
= 1:0=0:0053m
 1
at ~ = 0:5 we have a ontribution to u
u
from turbulent dispersion roughly equal
to 0:0008=0:0053 = 0:15m=s. The experimental values of u
b
=U
t
and u
u
=U
t
at this
loation are respetively equal to 6 and 3, i.e. the ontribution to the onditional
veloities by real turbulent transport is small ompared to the ontribution by ounter-
gradient transport.
We ompare therefore here only the ontribution to the transport generated by
the pressure drop aross the turbulent ame brush.
Figure 3 shows the non-dimensional turbulent salar ux 
g
u
00

00
=
u
U
t
and
the non-dimensional onditional veloities u
u
=U
t
and u
b
=U
t
alulated using the
two models presented in this work: the rough (upper estimation model) in fat
orresponding to onstant onditional veloities u
u
and u
b
aross the ame and
aurate (gas-dynamis) model that takes into aount fore interation between old
and hot volumes. The rough model results in an overestimation of the progress
variable ux of about three times ompared to the experimental values. The aurate
gas-dynamis model gives instead very good agreement with the experimentally
determined progress variable ux, the small over-predition probably related to having
negleted here the opposite eet of gradient diusion. The onditional veloities
alulated with this model are also in good agreement with the experimental data as
shown in gure 3 b). Note that the predited u
u
and u
b
are on average respetively
slightly larger and smaller than the orresponding measured values whih might be
again the onsequene of having negleted the eet of gradient transport (whih
inreases u
u
and dereases u
b
).
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7.2. Qualitative validation of heat release distribution with Cheng experimental data
Cheng et al [10, 15℄ have studied turbulent premixed ames in various ongurations,
inluding impinging, swirl stabilized and v-ames. During these experiments the
average heat release distribution aross the ame brush via the measurement of the
amelets rossing frequeny (x) has been determined. In the amelet regime in fat
the average heat release an be expressed as [30℄:

f
W = 
u
s
L
(x)
U
n
(x)
(39)
where (x) is the amelet rossing frequeny (average number of amelet rossing
for unit of time) and U
n
(x) the mean amelet rossing speed within the turbulent
ame in a laboratory frame. The experimental results show that the amelet rossing
frequeny is skewed toward values of  > 0:5 with respet to the symmetrial heat
release distribution predited by the BML theory and proportional to  (1  ). Under
the assumption of onstant U
n
(x) and laminar ame speed s
L
, this indiates that
also the averaged heat release is skewed in a similar fashion. The model for ounter-
gradient transport based on p
u
= p
b
has been applied here to the ase of a turbulent
premixed ame with a ratio of onditional veloities onsistent with Cheng data for
a swirl stabilized ame [15℄ (u
b
+1
=u
u
 1
= 3) and assuming d=dx and du=dx to be
distributed aording to the symmetrial distribution  (1   ~), onsistently with the
assumption in [15℄. This distribution, in fat, doesn't diers substantially from the
Gaussian one previously assumed here. Figure 4 shows the heat release distributions
versus . The symmetri distribution from the BML theory is also shown. The
gure learly shows the skewness of the experimental heat release with respet to
the theoretial symmetri distribution. As shown in gure 4, the model gives a heat
release distribution whih is skewed with respet to the symmetri one in a fashion
similar to the experimental data. More detailed and quantitatively aurate analysis
of these interesting experimental data will be subjet of future work.
We believe this is a remarkable result whih, even if on a qualitative basis, shows
that that the apability to orretly aount for ounter-gradient transport diretly
aet the auray we an estimate heat release. In some sense this experimental data
and the suessful agreement predited by our model strongly support our idea that
heat release and ounter-gradient transport are intimately onneted.
7.3. Validation with experiments for a onned turbulent premixed ame by Frank et
al
The shematis of these experiments is shown in gure 2 b). The fuel used is natural
gas and the fuel/air mixture ows out fully premixed from a 36 mm diameter piloted
axisymmetri burner. The pilot gases have a very small ow rate (approx. 1.5 % by
volume of the main ow rate) and the o-owing air has a veloity of 2.4 m/s. A
perforated plate with 4-mm diameter holes spaed 7 mm apart is plaed inside the
burner to generate turbulene. Experimental measurements have been taken for ve
dierent ames orresponding to ve dierent values of the ratio u
0
=s
L
. This ratio
has been adjusted generally hanging the equivalene ratio of the fuel/air mixture
(hanging the laminar ame speed s
L
). The harateristi data of these ve ames
are reported in Table 1.
In these experiments digital Partile Image Veloimetry (PIV) and Planar Laser-
Indued Fluoresene (PLIF) are used to provide simultaneous two-dimensional
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measurements of the veloity and the OH radials onentration. Sharp gradients
in the OH onentration are used to determine the instantaneous loation of the
ame front.
The radial and axial omponents of the onditionally averaged veloities and the
Reynolds average progress variable  have been measured at 40 loations (5 axial 
8 radial) within a 2:8  4:2 mm
2
region of the ame loated approximately 2:7 m
downstream of the burner mouth (see gure 2).
The ames are generally parallel to the burner axis (exeption applies mainly to
ame A whih is haraterized by the largest U
t
). This is onrmed by the grouping
of experimental data points at eight dierent values of  orresponding to eight radial
loations within the imaged area. The 1-D theory developed in the present work
has been therefore applied here in the diretion normal to the ame whih in good
approximation orresponds to the radial diretion.
Flames B, C, D and E have been simulated using a ommerial nite volume
ode where the TFC ombustion model and the post-proessing for extrating the
total progress variable ux have been implemented. Modeling of turbulent transport
is based on a standard k    model. The omputational domain has been disretised
with approx. 15,000 omputational ells. Model ( 37) has been used for alulating
the ame streth fator G in the turbulent ame speed. The ritial strain rate has
been assumed equal to the inverse of the hemial time sale, i.e. g
r
= s
2
L
=.
Turbulent salar transport both of gradient and ounter-gradient type was
previously observed using DNS. Counter-gradient transport was observed for example
in the simulations by [25℄ where u
0
=s
L
= 1 while gradient transport was obtained by
Trouve and Poinsot [31℄ with u
0
=s
L
= 10. Aording to Frank et al [3℄, their work
is the rst experimental evidene of the possibility to have a transition from ounter-
gradient to gradient salar transport in turbulent premixed ames. In general the
experiments show that this transition ours when the ratio u
0
=s
L
dereases. This is
valid for example in the ase of ames B, C, D as an be seen from gure 5 and Table
1. Aording to the modeling ideas proposed here, it should anyway be observed that
the u
0
=s
L
ratio is not suÆient to determine the type of transport and in what extent
one omponent of the total turbulent salar ux dominates over the other. This is
lear from ( 18) whih shows that the gradient part of transport depends also from the
atual thikness of the turbulent ame brush (i.e. from d~=dn). This is also onrmed
by the experiments: ame E in fat is haraterized by a ratio u
0
=s
L
whih is (slightly)
larger than in the ase of ame B but with a turbulent salar ux whih is more biased
toward the ounter-gradient type. An observation of the experimental data shows that
ame E is haraterized by a substantially larger ame thikness and therefore smaller
d~=dx than ame B. This explain why, despite the slightly larger value of u
0
=s
L
, ame
E has an overall gradient transport more biased toward ounter-gradient than ame
B.
The transition from ounter-gradient to gradient type of transport ours in
orrespondene of Flame C, between ame B (ounter-gradient) and Flame D
(gradient). This transition ours instead in the numerial simulations between Flame
B (mainly ounter-gradient) and Flame C (mainly gradient). The predited ux in
Flame D is totally of gradient type and it over-predits the gradient ux shown by
the experiments.
Figures ... shows the omparison of onditional veloities. These data give the
same information provided by the salar ux under a dierent point of view, u
b
> u
u
meaning ounter-gradient type of transport and u
b
< u
u
meaning gradient type.
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Table 1. Flame parameters in experiments by Frank et al [3℄.
Flame   u
0
(m/s) u
0
=u u
0
=s
L
A 1.00 6.5 0.86 0.16 2.3
B 0.70 5.2 0.53 0.10 3.1
C 0.70 5.2 0.83 0.17 4.9
D 0.61 4.6 0.79 0.17 8.8
E 1.30 5.9 0.85 0.17 3.6
The transition from ounter-gradient to gradient type of salar transport is nally
emphasized in gure 8. This gure shows progress variable ontours and region where
the salar ux is of gradient type for ames E, B, C, D. The gure shows that
transport in Flame E is nearly everywhere of the ounter-gradient type with only a
small gradient type region existing near the splitter plate where the progress variable
attains its maximum gradient. The region of gradient transport inreases in size for
ame B and C and beomes very broad in the ase of ame D beause of the very
lean onditions of this ame.
To lose this setion we want to emphasize that the theory of the TFC ombustion
models predits the existene of thin amelets (not neessarily laminar) also at muh
higher Re
t
numbers typial in large-sale and high veloities industrial burner. We
expet therefore ounter-gradient transport and the transition to gradient also in
this ase. Regarding this, numerial simulation of Moreau experiments [26℄ for high
veloity premixed ombustion performed in [7℄ using the the rough model whih gives
the upper estimation of the ounter-gradient transport omponent, have shown the
presene of ounter-gradient transport pratially along the whole length of the ame.
We did not fous in that paper on the transition eet but it is pertinent to note
here that in those simulations gradient transport took plae only in a small region
at the beginning of the ame and transition to ounter-gradient transport ourred
at distane  1m from the splitter plate anhoring the ame. At real burners with
ombustion stabilization by reirulation zones the gradient transport and transition
eet we think is unlikely.
8. Conlusions
Without answer the turbulent ombustion hallenge is how to desribe interation
between turbulene and hemistry, oupling between reation and diusive proesses
on the small turbulent sales that annot be resolved by aessible methods impossible
to develop physially orret ombustion models that ould desribe a great body of
experimental data and predit orret trends. It is espeially important for premixed
ase where the ombustion rates are ompletely ontrolled by this oupling. For non-
premixed ase the most part of the ombustion proesses is onneted with dissipation
rate of a passive onentration, that is physially reasonable desribed by turbulene
models so improper oupling in a model is not so notieable in simulations.
We see the answer to this hallenge in using and developing for turbulent
ombustion at developed turbulene and fast hemistry Kolmogorov ideas of existing of
equilibrium small-sale hydrodynami strutures at ombustion modeling. Of ourse
the equilibrium proess used must exist in reality, but we believe that suh is in the
ase of real industrial full-sale large veloities ombustors. The experiene of using
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TFC model suggested that this approah ould be useful for real appliations.
In summary we an say that if a turbulent ombustion model expresses
ombustion rates at Da >> 1 and Re
t
>> 1 in terms of hemial kineti equations,
this model is physially inorret just as inorret is a turbulene model that expresses
at Re
t
>> 1 the dissipation rate in terms of the moleular visosity oeÆient.
The phenomenon of salar transport in turbulent premixed ames has been
analyzed in the present paper. The analysis starts from the idea (whih is onsistent
with experimental observations) that turbulene has the eet to inrease the thikness
of the turbulent ame brush in the same fashion it an inrease the thikness of a
non reative mixing layer. This happens independently of the nature of the overall
progress variable ux (gradient or ounter-gradient). Starting from this assumption,
a theory on turbulent premixed ames has been developed in a very natural way in
the framework of the Turbulent Flame Closure (TFC) model. This theory shows that,
despite what ommonly believed, the use of gradient transport (based on k "modeling
for example) to model turbulent diusion omponent of the progress variable ux
in premixed ames is not in ontradition with the phenomenon of ounter-gradient
transport. It has been demonstrated in fat that this type of transport is haraterized
by two omponents: real turbulent diusion whih is responsible for thikening the
ame brush and gas-dynamis transport whih is onneted with the pressure variation
aross the turbulent ame brush (ounter-gradient in the ase of analyzed here open
ames).
In partiular, the analysis shows that the ommon terminology "ounter-gradient
turbulent diusion in premixed ames" and onsequently the possibility to have ames
with dereasing thikness are improper and mainly related to a (we believe non orret)
interpretation of this transport as pure turbulent diusion ux.
Two models have been developed for the ounter-gradient omponent using
assumptions on the distribution of onditional pressures within the unburnt and
burnt mixtures. The rst (quite unrealisti) is based on assuming the onditional
veloities to be uniform within the turbulent ame brush, i. e. this model did not
take into aount mutual interation of old and hot volumes. This model gives
prinipally the possible upper estimation of ounter-gradient transport that in typial
situations is approximately three times larger than experimentally determined ounter-
gradient uxes [1℄. The seond muh more realisti model took into aount the atual
interation (aeleration of slower old volumes by faster hot volumes and vie versa)
via the assumption that onditional pressures are equal p
u
(x) = p
b
(x) = p. This model
gives ounter-gradient transport whih is in good agreement with Moss experimental
data [1℄.
An important result of the present analysis is that the distribution aross
the turbulent ame brush of the average heat release is strongly linked with the
ounter-gradient transport omponent. The rst model proposed for ounter-gradient
transport, for example, gives amelets with uniform distribution aross the turbulent
ame brush, i.e. the heat release distribution versus the Reynolds averaged progress
variable is symmetrial in the ase of d=dx distributed aording to a Gaussian
funtion. The seond model instead gives averaged heat release distribution that
is skewed toward  > 0:5. Suh skewed heat release distribution is onrmed by the
experimental data of [10, 15℄ where the amelet rossing frequeny has been analyzed.
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Figure 1. Distribution of a) non-dimensional onditional veloities and b)
normalized progress variable soure terms aross the ame brush. Gaussian
distribution assumed for d=dx. (
u
=
b
= 5).
Finally, from the pratial point of view, the present analysis shows that, for
quantitatively orret modeling of the ounter-gradient transport it is possible to avoid
using of the seond order moment losures transport models and that ombination of
k   " model for gradient turbulent transport omponent and gas-dynamis model
for ounter-gradient omponent results quite satisfatory predition of the ounter-
gradient transport phenomenon and in transition into the gradient one at variation of
experimental onditions.
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